Dear Alumni and Friends,

We are pleased to invite you on a Cuban journey of discovery. For two decades, travel to this vibrant Caribbean nation has been strictly regulated, but recent events have made it easier for U.S. citizens to experience life on this beautiful island.

U.S.-based educational and cultural exchange programs like ours require the full-time participation of each person on the trip. You will have meaningful interaction with the Cuban people, and impose on AHI the obligation to ensure that participants in our cultural exchange programs participate in a full-time schedule of activities that will result in a substantive exchange and understanding of American and Cuban cultures.

The general license for this program, administered by the U.S. Department of the Treasury, under Regulations of the Office of Foreign Assets Control, enables U.S. citizens to travel to Cuba under a specific Exchange Visitor program and facilitates the cultural and educational exchanges. Our Declaration of Exchange Visitor status must be on file with the U.S. Treasury Department’s Cuban Assets Control Regulations.

Space on this amazing eight-night journey is limited to 28 travelers. Be sure to make your reservations today.

Sincerely,

Amy Eckert
Executive Director
University of Maryland Alumni Association

This trip is being offered as part of the University of Maryland Alumni Association member privileges. For details, contact your Alumni Association office. We welcome all travelers, but require that all University of Maryland alumni become AHI members in order to participate on this trip.

APRIL 2-10, 2017

800-322-7373
maryla.ahitravel.com

Please note this program is subject to internal and external changes. Due to the ever-changing regulations, we strongly recommend that you visit the AHI Travel website for the most up-to-date information.
Immerse yourself in the culture, art, history and architecture during a 10-day visit to Cuba.

Excursion: Old Havana, Hemingway & La Terraza

Enjoy lunch at La Terraza, a local restaurant. This is one of Havana's premier places for mojitos and high-quality, authentic Cuban fare. Join the fun by savoring the island's signature drink while enjoying a traditional Cuban meal. Enjoy the live music and energetic atmosphere of the bar and restaurant, which has been a favorite of many famous visitors, including Ernest Hemingway. The menu features delicious Cuban dishes, and the lively atmosphere adds to the overall experience. As you enjoy your meal, take in the vibrant energy of this iconic Havana establishment.

Enjoy lunch at La Barraca at the old Havana restaurant. Choose from a variety of dishes served in a cozy, rustic setting. Enjoy the hearty flavors of traditional Cuban cuisine, including fresh seafood, poultry, and vegetarian options. This is a great opportunity to try some of the country's signature dishes. After lunch, explore the surrounding area and immerse yourself in the local culture. La Barraca is a popular spot for both tourists and locals, so expect a lively and authentic atmosphere throughout your meal.

Enjoy lunch at La Terraza, a restaurant in Havana. This is one of Havana's premier places for mojitos and high-quality, authentic Cuban fare. Join the fun by savoring the island's signature drink while enjoying a traditional Cuban meal. Enjoy the live music and energetic atmosphere of the bar and restaurant, which has been a favorite of many famous visitors, including Ernest Hemingway. The menu features delicious Cuban dishes, and the lively atmosphere adds to the overall experience. As you enjoy your meal, take in the vibrant energy of this iconic Havana establishment.

Savor lunch at the Plaza Mayor.

Discover Old Trinidad. See the city's Plaza Mayor and learn about the historical significance of the square. Walk past the colonial facade of Trinidad's oldest church. Visit the colonial waterfront of the city's main street, Revolution Avenue, and learn about the history of Trinidad's coastal region. Enjoy a guided tour of the region's most important historical sites, including the colonial church, museum, and waterfront. Learn about the area's rich history and culture while exploring the city's historic landmarks.

Enjoy lunch by the sea.

Follow breakfast, depart for Cienfuegos. Visit the Escuela de los Oficios, a vocational school, and meet the staff to learn about and discuss Cuba's education & health care system. Enjoy lunch at Cienfuegos' oldest church. Walk past the colonial facade of Cienfuegos and learn about the history of the region. Visit the town's colonial waterfront and learn about the area's rich history and culture while exploring the city's historic landmarks.

Enjoy dinner at El Lagarto.

Visit El Templete for lunch.

Excursion: Afro-Cuban Dance.

Check in to the Hotel Telégrafo.

Enjoy your Welcome Dinner at La Habana. Welcome to Cuba! Enjoy dinner at La Habana, a local restaurant. This is one of Havana's premier places for mojitos and high-quality, authentic Cuban fare. Join the fun by savoring the island's signature drink while enjoying a traditional Cuban meal. Enjoy the live music and energetic atmosphere of the bar and restaurant, which has been a favorite of many famous visitors, including Ernest Hemingway. The menu features delicious Cuban dishes, and the lively atmosphere adds to the overall experience. As you enjoy your meal, take in the vibrant energy of this iconic Havana establishment.

Check in to the Hotel Nacional.

Enjoy lunch at La Barraca at the old Havana restaurant. Choose from a variety of dishes served in a cozy, rustic setting. Enjoy the hearty flavors of traditional Cuban cuisine, including fresh seafood, poultry, and vegetarian options. This is a great opportunity to try some of the country's signature dishes. After lunch, explore the surrounding area and immerse yourself in the local culture. La Barraca is a popular spot for both tourists and locals, so expect a lively and authentic atmosphere throughout your meal.

Enjoy dinner at El Lagarto.

Visit the home and studio of Jose Fuster. Join a discussion with Fuster about his work and the artist's background. Enjoy dinner at El Lagarto, a restaurant in Havana. This is one of Havana's premier places for mojitos and high-quality, authentic Cuban fare. Join the fun by savoring the island's signature drink while enjoying a traditional Cuban meal. Enjoy the live music and energetic atmosphere of the bar and restaurant, which has been a favorite of many famous visitors, including Ernest Hemingway. The menu features delicious Cuban dishes, and the lively atmosphere adds to the overall experience. As you enjoy your meal, take in the vibrant energy of this iconic Havana establishment.

Visit an elementary school, walk through the socialist community established in the 1980s. Meet the staff to learn about and discuss Cuba's education & health care system. Enjoy lunch at Cienfuegos' oldest church. Walk past the colonial facade of Cienfuegos and learn about the history of the region. Visit the town's colonial waterfront and learn about the area's rich history and culture while exploring the city's historic landmarks.

Enjoy dinner at El Lagarto.

DAY NINE B | L

Visit the Escuela de los Oficios, a vocational school, and meet the staff to learn about and discuss Cuba's education & health care system. Enjoy lunch at Cienfuegos' oldest church. Walk past the colonial facade of Cienfuegos and learn about the history of the region. Visit the town's colonial waterfront and learn about the area's rich history and culture while exploring the city's historic landmarks.

Enjoy dinner at El Lagarto.

DAY EIGHT B | L | D

Transfer to the Santa Clara airport for the return flight to Miami. Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.

• Sample authentic regional specialties
• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.

• Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.

• Sample authentic regional specialties
• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.

• Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.

• Sample authentic regional specialties
• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.

• Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.

• Sample authentic regional specialties
• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.
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• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.

• Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.

• Sample authentic regional specialties
• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.

• Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.
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• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.
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• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
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• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
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• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
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• Enjoy all meals in Cuba; tea or coffee with all meals, plus a local beverage with dinner.

• Sample authentic regional specialties
• Gather for Welcome and Farewell dinners.
• Interact with locals during daily People-to-People educational activities.
• Learn about Cuban culture, history and culture through informative discussions with local experts.
• Take part in engaging People-to-People experiences, discover Cuba's rich culture and history and absorb the intoxicating beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to the vibrant rhythms of today, Cuba's lively cultural scene offers a unique and captivating experience.
Dear Alumni and Friends,

We are pleased to invite you on a Cuban journey of discovery. For two decades, travel to this vibrant Caribbean nation has been strictly regulated, but recent events have made it easier for U.S. citizens to experience life on this beautiful island.

Join us on this spectacular People-to-People educational exchange program, authorized by the U.S. Treasury Department’s Cuban Assets Control Regulations. Space on this amazing eight-night journey is limited to 28 travelers. We encourage you to make your reservation today.

Sincerely,

Amy Eckelkamp
Executive Director
University of Maryland Alumni Association

A Charter Operator with an OFAC license will arrange the charter flights to and from Cuba. Exchange program is operated in accordance with regulations issued by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department. This exclusive program, developed by AHI International Corp., opens the door to a neighbor country long closed to American travelers. It is designed to promote People in People and cultural exchange.

800-322-7373 maryla.ahitavel.com

CUBA17 66

SMALL GROUP

28 TRAVELERS

APRIL 2-10, 2017

LAND & AIR PROGRAM

April 2-10, 2017

Special Price

$5,495

All prices quoted are in U.S. per person, based on double occupancy and include round-trip air service from Miami, FL. Single accommodations, on an additional 20% (limited availability).

Please contact AHI Travel at 800-322-7373 with questions regarding this trip or to make your reservations.

I/we authorize you to make my/our reservations as follows:

This is an air-inclusive program from Miami, FL, to Cuba, on specially arranged AHI flights. Reservations to be paid in full by 3/20/2017. Enclosed is a deposit of $600 pp required to reserve one place(s). Amex. Make checks payable to AHI Travel. CANCELLATION OF TRIP OPTIONS-Purchases of optional excursions, trip extensions and additional hotel nights become fully non-refundable 45 days prior to departure. Air transportation companies concerned are not to be held responsible for any act, omission, or event, during the course of travel, that would create a hazard for himself/herself or other passengers and accepts the terms of this contract set forth in his/her letter of acceptance.

Please contact AHI Travel at 800-322-7373 with questions regarding this trip or to make my/our reservations.

Accept my check made payable to
AHI Travel ( )

Revise, Expires________/________

Amex. Make checks payable to AHI Travel.

Reserve your trip to Cuba today!

Join us on this spectacular People-to-People educational exchange program, authorized by the U.S. Treasury Department’s Cuban Assets Control Regulations. Space on this amazing eight-night journey is limited to 28 travelers. We encourage you to make your reservation today.

Sincerely,

Amy Eckelkamp
Executive Director
University of Maryland Alumni Association

A Charter Operator with an OFAC license will arrange the charter flights to and from Cuba. Exchange program is operated in accordance with regulations issued by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department. This exclusive program, developed by AHI International Corp., opens the door to a neighbor country long closed to American travelers. It is designed to promote People in People and cultural exchange.

800-322-7373 maryla.ahitavel.com


Hand-rolling cigars

Health clinic visit

Three of Cuba's UNESCO World Heritage sites

This vibrant Caribbean nation has been strictly regulated, but recent events have made it easier for U.S. citizens to experience life on this beautiful island.

Join us on this spectacular People-to-People educational exchange program, authorized by the U.S. Treasury Department’s Cuban Assets Control Regulations. Space on this amazing eight-night journey is limited to 28 travelers. We encourage you to make your reservation today.

Sincerely,

Amy Eckelkamp
Executive Director
University of Maryland Alumni Association

A Charter Operator with an OFAC license will arrange the charter flights to and from Cuba. Exchange program is operated in accordance with regulations issued by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department. This exclusive program, developed by AHI International Corp., opens the door to a neighbor country long closed to American travelers. It is designed to promote People in People and cultural exchange.

800-322-7373 maryla.ahitavel.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNESCO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three of Cuba's UNESCO World Heritage sites and one of UNESCO's Biosphere Reserves are featured in this comprehensive program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Old Havana and its Fortification System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Trinidad and the Valley of the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve are featured in this comprehensive program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Urban Historic Center of Camaguey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Soroa Bio-Reserve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Educational Exchange.

AHI Travel and the Sponsoring Association do not own or operate any entity for this program. AHI Travel does not assume responsibility for the conduct of any of the entities or persons engaged in the program. AHI Travel reserves the right to decline to accept or to retain any person as a member of this trip who, in the opinion of AHI Travel is unfit for travel or whose physical or mental condition may constitute a danger to themselves or to others on the trip, subject only to the provisions of the contract set forth in his/her letter of acceptance. Participants shall have no claim other than for a full refund. By forwarding the remittance in full, the traveler agrees to all terms and conditions set forth in this brochure.
opportunities to discover Cuba through its everyday people, Department of the Treasury general license, this People-to-People experience will help you understand the culture and enhance the ambience of each hotel.

Our travel experts have hand-picked these select first-class accommodations. Accurate, up-to-date information on the itinerary is included. All meals, accommodations, activities, and transportation have been arranged by our travel experts. From your reservation to your return home, we are here to make your journey smooth.

From your reservation to your return home, we are here to make your journey smooth. Our travel experts have hand-picked these select first-class accommodations. Accurate, up-to-date information on the itinerary is included. All meals, accommodations, activities, and transportation have been arranged by our travel experts. From your reservation to your return home, we are here to make your journey smooth.
Immerse yourself in the culture, art, history and economy of Cuba. Participate in a fascinating era of enlightenment, change and cultural awakening with Cuba."
Discover Cuba through its everyday people, in the historic evolution of the relationship between the U.S. and Cuba. Immerse yourself in the culture, art, history and rural Cuba's verdant countryside and experience the musicality and revolutionary history. Then travel to Havana, Cuba’s capital, for an up-close and personal look at the island’s past and present. Experience new opportunities existing for Cuban artists.

MARRIOTT, HAVANA

Cheap and cheerful, with its own small park, the hotel is located across the street from the Plaza de la Revolución, near the University of Havana. Cuba conjures up images of cigar-puffing gentlemen, but the reality of life in Havana is much more vibrant and diverse. With Havana’s famous Old Town and picturesque Malecón, you'll have plenty of opportunities to explore. This central location allows you to access all the main attractions, including the famous Coco Loco and Calle Obispo.

Accommodations
Cuba’s accommodations are diverse, ranging from luxurious hotels to simple guesthouses. The best way to experience Cuba is by staying in local homestays, which offer a unique insight into Cuban life. These accommodations range from basic rooms to luxurious suites, and are often located in the heart of Havana. With so many options available, there is something for every budget and preference. Whether you’re looking for a cozy and comfortable room or a more upscale experience, Cuba has something to offer. The choice of accommodations is just one of the many reasons why traveling to Cuba is a truly unforgettable experience!
In the countryside vistas, you will learn first-hand the hopes, ranging from artists and musicians to religious leaders, opportunities to discover Cuba through its everyday people.

The People educational exchange program is brimming with Cuba's arts community and its most vibrant neighborhoods. Immerse yourself in the culture, art, history and ambience and architecture of Havana's slow cadence of rural life. From inspiring cities to inspiring cities, Cuba's liveliness is simply palpable and digging beneath its surface will uncover a truly exotic and compelling medley of charismatic citizens, Cuba's vivacity beats. From vintage hints of its past splendor to paint and bodies oscillating to rhythmic salsa through Havana's capricious streets, Calle Obispo, and see state-run residence of the colonial Spanish governors. The University of Havana campus and discuss Cuba's Higher Education. Your cultural journey will take you back in time to the age of gold, when the historic Moraleja, a paladar for a UNESCO World Heritage site, marvel at the exhibits of the Bay of Pigs and Che Guevara's exhibition of its revolutionary history including his activist Ernesto Guevara de la Serna.

Enjoy a behind-the-scenes visit to Cuba's most famous cigar factory. Check in to the Hotel Telégrafo. As you leave Havana, wave goodbye to los Laureles. Following breakfast, depart for Cienfuegos. In the heart of the countryside, you will learn first-hand the hopes, ranging from artists and musicians to religious leaders, opportunities to discover Cuba through its everyday people.

Cienfuegos is a private home for senior citizens. Your cultural journey will take you back in time to the age of gold, when the historic Moraleja, a paladar for a UNESCO World Heritage site, marvel at the exhibits of the Bay of Pigs and Che Guevara's exhibition of its revolutionary history including his activist Ernesto Guevara de la Serna.

Delight in dinner at La Terraza, los Laureles. As you leave Havana, wave goodbye to los Laureles. Following breakfast, depart for Cienfuegos. In the heart of the countryside, you will learn first-hand the hopes, ranging from artists and musicians to religious leaders, opportunities to discover Cuba through its everyday people.

Cienfuegos is a private home for senior citizens. Your cultural journey will take you back in time to the age of gold, when the historic Moraleja, a paladar for a UNESCO World Heritage site, marvel at the exhibits of the Bay of Pigs and Che Guevara's exhibition of its revolutionary history including his activist Ernesto Guevara de la Serna.

Delight in dinner at La Terraza, los Laureles. As you leave Havana, wave goodbye to los Laureles. Following breakfast, depart for Cienfuegos. In the heart of the countryside, you will learn first-hand the hopes, ranging from artists and musicians to religious leaders, opportunities to discover Cuba through its everyday people.
Dear Alumni and Friends,

We are pleased to invite you on a Cuban journey of discovery. For two decades, travel to this entrancing Caribbean nation has been strictly regulated, but recent events have made it easier for U.S. citizens to experience life on this beautiful island.

More than being shaped by travel experts to comply with U.S. regulations, the journey puts you in contact with Cuban artists, writers, historians, musicians, culinary professionals and others who provide unique insights into Cuba's culture and heritage. The trip's curatorial satisfaction is a tribute to Castro-era Cuba; however, the Cuban Revolution continued to impact Cuba, as it is an authentic exploration of Cuba's artistic and cultural heritage.

I request assistance in securing a roommate but will accept a single, if one is available. I prefer single accommodations at an additional $775 (limited availability). Please contact us to discuss connecting domestic air flight options.

Sincerely,

Amy Eckinset
Executive Director
University of Maryland Alumni Association

Travelling with the Maryland Terriers at a University of Maryland Alumni Association member privilege, for alumni, their families, friends, and colleagues. We welcome all travelers, but require that all University of Maryland alumni become UMMA members in order to participate in the trips. If you are not a UM graduate, we require that one person in your traveling party be a UMMA member. For information about joining the UMMA or to check your membership status, please call 800-688-8027 or visit www.umma.org.

Operated in accordance with regulations issued by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department. This exclusive program, developed by AHI International Corp., opens the door to a neighbor country long closed to American travelers. It is designed to promote People to People and cultural exchange.

800-322-7373 maryla.ahitravel.com

Land & Air Program
April 2-10, 2017
Special Price $5,495

All prices quoted are in US$, per person, based on double occupancy and include round-trip charter air service from Miami to Cuba. Single accommodations are an additional $775 (limited availability).

ITINERARY

APRIL 2-10, 2017

Day 1 (Arrive in Cuba)

Day 2: Havana • Castro Museum, Santa Clara, Cienfuegos, Trinidad, and Bay of Pigs

Day 3: Trinidad • Havanera, Street of Old Town

Day 4: Soroa and Viñales • Viñales, Vega cigar factory, street of old town

Day 5: Trinidad • Havanera, Street of Old Town

Day 6: Havana • Havana, home of the Castro family

Day 7: Havana • Departure

Hotel in Havana

Hotel in Trinidad

Hotel in Viñales

AHI Travel’s staff and representative will be on hand to oversee the program and assist with any questions or concerns that arise.

Reserve your trip to Cuba today!

Maryland Alumni Association
University of Maryland Alumni Association

Reserve your trip to Cuba today!
LAND & AIR PROGRAM
April 2-10, 2017
Special Price $5,495
All prices quoted are in US$ per person, based on double occupancy and include round-trip air service from Miami, FL. Single accommodations, are an additional 85% (limited availability).

Dear Alumni and Friends,

We are pleased to invite you on a Cuban journey of discovery. For five decades, travel to this vibrant Caribbean nation has been strictly regulated, but recent events have made it easier for U.S. citizens to experience life on this beautiful island.

This exclusive program, developed by AHI International Corp. and operated in accordance with regulations issued by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Treasury Department, opens the door to a neighbor country long closed to American travelers. It is designed to promote People to People cultural and educational exchange.

Please contact me/us to discuss connecting domestic air flight options.

Sincerely,

Amy Eckhard
Executive Director
University of Maryland Alumni Association

Venue: Havana and the Sierra del Rosario Biosphere Reserve

1. Begin your trip in Havana and spend time exploring the urban historic center.
2. Visit Sierra del Rosario, the most northerly part of the Sierra Maestra Mountains, characterized by karstic karst limestone geology and home to Cuba’s most extensive limestone karst and freshwater springs.
3. Experience the beauty of Las Terrazas, the most northerly village in the Sierra del Rosario Biosphere Reserve.

For More Information:

800-323-7373 maryla.ahitravel.com

UNESCO

Three of Cuba’s UNESCO World Heritage sites and one of UNESCO’s Biosphere Reserves are featured on this comprehensive program.

1. Old Havana and its Fortification System
2. Trinidad and the Valley de los Ingenios
3. Urban Historic Center of Cienfuegos
4. Sierra del Rosario Biosphere Reserve

April 2-10, 2017
Other dates available upon request
I/we authorize you to make my/our reservations as follows:

This is an air-inclusive program from Miami, FL, to Cuba, on specially arranged

وردية طبقة (1) ________________________________________________________________

Single Accommodations

Card #___________________________________________________________

and conditions set out herein, including but not limited to the cancellation terms.

Please note:

Accept my check made payable to

I prefer single accommodations at an additional $775 (limited availability).

AHI Travel

understand the supplement will no longer apply.

Title    First                                               Middle                       Last                                         Date of Birth

Title    First                                               Middle                       Last                                         Date of Birth

Chicago, IL 60631

8550 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue

International Tower-Suite 600

Any payment to AHI International constitutes your acceptance of the terms

CANCELLATION

require that you maintain copies of your records relating to this Exchange for a period of

meaningful interaction with the Cuban people, and imposes on AHI the obligation to ensure that par-

ricular exchange travelers participate in a full-time schedule of activities that will result in

participation of the University of Maryland faculty and staff in the trip itinerary. Additionally, you will

provide evidence to AHI Travel confirming completion of the mandatory 14 days of

NO. 40-11753-1

exchange travelers must participate in an educational exchange program. If you are interested in

reservations are made in accordance with regulations issued by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the

U.S. Treasury Department, AHI Travel will require you to provide evidence to AHI Travel confirming

participation of the University of Maryland faculty and staff in the trip itinerary. Additionally, you will

provide evidence to AHI Travel confirming completion of the mandatory 14 days of

UNESCO

Flota de Cuba UNESCO World

heritage sites and one UNESCO

In this program, you will learn about the history, culture, and art of Cuba, and explore its

urban landscapes.

For the most part, you will be accompanied by a University of Maryland staff member who is

a University of Maryland staff member who is

Trip Participants

The University of Maryland Alumni Association (UMAA) is an alumni association that represents

the University of Maryland. The UMAA is composed of alumni, friends, faculty, and staff who wish

to support the University of Maryland and its mission. The UMAA is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization

that is governed by a board of directors elected by its members. The UMAA's mission is to promote

the mission of the University of Maryland and to strengthen the University of Maryland community.

The UMAA also provides financial support to the University of Maryland in the form of scholarships,

grants, and other funding opportunities. The UMAA also offers a variety of programming opportunities

for its members, including educational and cultural programs, social events, and volunteer opportunities.

In addition, the UMAA also offers a variety of membership benefits, including access to University of

Maryland alumni events, alumni magazine subscriptions, and discounts on University of Maryland

products and services.

The UMAA is an independent organization that is not affiliated with the University of Maryland. The

University of Maryland Alumni Association is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and is governed by a

board of directors elected by its members. The UMAA's mission is to promote the mission of the

University of Maryland and to strengthen the University of Maryland community. The UMAA also

provides financial support to the University of Maryland in the form of scholarships, grants, and other

funding opportunities. The UMAA also offers a variety of programming opportunities for its members,

including educational and cultural programs, social events, and volunteer opportunities. In addition,

the UMAA also offers a variety of membership benefits, including access to University of Maryland

alumni events, alumni magazine subscriptions, and discounts on University of Maryland products and

services.